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rules

a game for any number of players. if you have six or more players it is recommended that you consider playing 
everything ends with cannibalism and you leaving me instead.

requires dice and queue cards (or something similar) to write on. all dice used are six sided (d6).

all players remain in a single group until the end of the game.

characters
each player has a character card. on their character card, players record their character's:

value: starts at 2
fatigue: starts at 0
distance travelled: starts at 0
status: track whether the character is on the verge of starvation

resources
each character starts with a single resource card.
each character may carry up to two resource cards.
a new resource card has a value of 2d6 – 1. if double sixes are rolled (a result of 11) re-roll the value.

injuries
when a character suffers an injury, subtract one from their value.
when a character's value reaches zero, they die.
when a character dies, all resource cards they are carrying are lost.

play
play alternates between a day phase and a night phase. the game ends when the group has found safe haven, or 
all characters are dead.

day
during the day the group travels.

travel
when a group travels, all characters in the group add one to their distance travelled. the group checks if they find 
a safe haven. if they do not the group rolls on the travel chart to determine what event, if any, they encounter.

safe haven
each time the group travels every member rolls 1d6 and consults the safe haven chart. if all rolls succeed, given 
the distance the group has travelled, then the group finds a safe haven and the game ends.

finding supplies
if the group finds supplies, then the group rolls on the supplies chart to determine what the group has found.
if a new resource card is found, the group must decide who will carry it. if all characters already carry two cards, 
then a resource card may be replaced by the new one.



challenges
the difficulty of a challenge is determined by the total number of players who started the game. when the group 
encounters a challenge, each player rolls a number of dice equal to their character's value and adds their total to 
the group's effort.
each player's fatigue is subtracted from the group's effort.
players may subtract any number of points from the resource cards they carry, and add that much to the group's 
effort.
if the group's effort is greater than the difficulty of the challenge, then the challenge is overcome. otherwise the 
group fails the challenge and must roll on the failure chart.

being followed
the group may find they are being followed as they travel. the group rolls on the followed chart to see if they can 
identify the intent of the group following them.

evading
every time the group travels while being followed they have a chance of evading the group following them. 
before rolling on the travel chart, the group rolls on the evasion chart.

encounter
when the group rests or faces a travel event while being followed, they encounter the group following them. if 
the disposition of the following group is unknown, the group rolls on the encounter chart.
if the following group is hostile, then the group faces a challenge with difficulty equal to 2d6 times the number 
of players who started the game. if a hostile group is encountered while already facing a challenge, the hostile 
group's difficulty is added to the difficulty of the challenge, and both are faced together.
if the following group is friendly, nothing happens when the group is encountered.
if the following group are good samaritans then the group receives new supplies. the group rolls on the supplies 
chart.

night
each night the group must consume resources as food. during the night the group may rest or continue travelling.

eating
each night the group must use (subtract) one resource per character. If a character does not receive a resource, 
they begin starving.
characters may not voluntarily starve themselves. the group must feed all characters, if able.

starving
when a character is unable to eat, they start starving.
if a character is unable to eat and is already starving, they die.

cannibalism
each night before eating the group may cannibalise one of its members. the cannibalised character dies and the 
group gains one new resource card.

resting
when the group rests, the fatigue of all members returns to zero.

night travel
when the group travels during the night phase, all members gain one fatigue.
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charts

(where X is the total number of players)

roll (1d6) result
travel 1 no event

2 found supplies
3 easy challenge (difficulty: 4X)
4 medium challenge (difficulty: 7X)
5 hard challenge (difficulty: 10X)
6 being followed (no event if already followed)

failure 1-3 lose a resource
4-6 suffer an injury

supplies 1-5 find a new resource
6 a character gains 1 value

followed 1 hostile
2-5 unknown
6 friendly

encounter 1-2 friendly
3-5 hostile (difficulty: 2d6X)
6 good samaritan (new supplies)

evasion 1-4 no longer being followed
5-6 still being followed

safe haven
roll once for each player, safe haven is found if all rolls succeed

distance travelled roll (1d6)
greater than 5 1
greater than 10 2 or less
greater than 15 3 or less
greater than 20 4 or less
greater than 25 5 or less
greater than 30 6 or less


